
 

 

 

 

Abstract. This article is devoted to study the possibility of constructing neural networks using simulators for neuronal networks - 

NeuroPh and Joone, to recognize images and handwriting. The simulator NeuroPh has specialized interface for building this type of 

neural networks in a standardized and relatively lightweight process. In the simulator Joone the process is not specific as in NeuroPh. 

The difference is in the type of created input files (images, audio - files, text) for the simulator. The article shows and discusses the 

results obtained study models of neural networks implemented by simulators. Analysis is under their effectiveness, their ability to 

recognize and classification of objects of the same type. 
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Introduction. There are various methods and algorithms 

for modeling artificial neural networks [1,2,3], but simula-

tors allow for maximum closer to real applications. Neural 

networks are widely used in artificial intelligence systems 

in various areas [4]. Pattern recognition is a typical appli-

cation and study their characteristics by modeling simula-

tors have practical significance to improve their structural 

architecture. The simulators NeuroPh and Joone have a 

number of advantages as a convenient interface and tools 

to easily build models of various types of neural networks 

[5,6]. They are available free environments with GNU 

Lesser General Public License (LGPL) and easy to absorb. 

Self-learning with neural networks is one reliable method 

for approximating integer, continuous and target vector 

functions. For certain types of tasks, such as learning to in-

terpret complex real data from sensors, artificial neural net-

works (ANN) are among the most effective currently 

known algorithms. For example, the algorithm 

BACKPROPAGATION is proven to be very successful in 

solving real-time problems such as learning to recognize 

handwriting, learning to recognize speech and learning to 

recognize faces. 

 
Fig. 1. Black and white images of four animals, that the 

neural network will be trained to recognize 
 

After that, we point out images, that the neural network 

must not recognize. According to the standard, we 

introduce full of color images. In this case we introduce 

images of three colors – red, green and blue. 

 
Fig. 2. Colors that neural network should not recognize 
 

On the next dialong box we choose the parameters of the 

training set. In the last dialog box we have to set the 

parameters of the neural network – layers and number of 

neurons in them. They are separated with space. We set the 

neural network with two hidden layers, with 10 and 5 

neurons respectively. The resulting neural network is 

shown in Figure 3. 
 

 
Fig 3. Neural network for image recognition on theNeuroPh sim-

ulator 
 

We start a test of the neural network before the training 

by setting any of the images. The results are the following: 
 

Table  1. Results before training of the neural network 

Image Result 

rabbit 0,5041 

bird 0,4835 

cat 0,4791 

dog 0,4583 
 

Next, we have to train the neural network with the teach-

ing setDataImage_R , thatNeuroPh automatically gener-

ates with the creating the neural network and pointing the 

images. It should be noted that the number of neurons in 

the input layer are also automatically generated in this sim-

ulator. Initially we set training with the following parame-

ters: 
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Methodology. At the beginning we will realize a neural 

network for image recognition using theNeuroPh 

simulator. For this purpose, we add a new file to a new 

project or to an existing one on the simulator. This is done 

from the menuFile - > New File. In the dialog box that 

appears we set the following parameters: in the field 

Categories we choose Neuroph, and in the field File Types 

we choose Image Recognition. In the next dialog box we 

choose the images, that the neural network must learn to 

recognize. Here we will introduce four black and white 

images of animals –dog, cat, bird and rabbit. 
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MaxError: 0.01 

Learningrate: 0.2 

Momentum: 0.7 

The result of the average error of the neural network is 

the following: 

realtimeerrorgraph: 0.4839214496564955 

The results for the images are now the following: 
 

Table 2. Results after the first training 

Image Result 

rabbit   0,4811 

bird   0,3989 

cat   0,379 

dog  0,3194 
 

We run one image to also test the average error. The re-

sults of the four outputs are: 

0.39886636055003950.3789529685439983 

0.319416035985367 0.4810967656261946  

0.36698451285161690.3573778334082419 

0.2987064918439039 0.5099213203378068  

0.3726749794985280.3639529507938539 

0.3042067217592674 0.5036297705085665  

0.399918218293542460.37799134936167517 

0.3202091909135918 0.4829880264359195 

We run another test with the neural network. This time 

we start training with 10000 times and again using the same 

values given above. The result for the average error of the 

neural network is now the following: 

realtimeerrorgraph:0.4513606436201545 

The results for the images after this training are as follows: 
 

Table 3 . Results after the second training of the neural network 

Image Result 

rabbit   0,4405 

bird   0,2178 

cat   0,1455 

dog  0,0952 
 

We run a test again by an image for the error on each 

output.The results are: 

0.217832755424704870.14552383612806305 

0.09523453425105093 0.4405222562596394  

0.070503342071209910.10168257648621529 

0.05219827313441213 0.6907314827380383  

0.066446852736996090.10785815009604982 

0.05281880214748554 0.6901361333308271  

0.219077850206344740.15568442127093485 

0.10986737737315685 0.4941143270524672  

The next step is to realize the neural network for handwrit-

ing recognition.For this purpose we add a new file again, 

usingFile -> New File.In the dialog window that appears, 

we choose Neuroph in the field Categories, and in the field-

File Types we chooseHand Written Character Recognition. 

In the next dialog window we enter the letters that the 

neural network must learn to recognize.This happens as 

they are at first written by hand in the fieldDraw Character, 

and then saving them with the buttonSave. On the dialog 

box that appears we enter from the keyboard the equivalent 

of the handwritten letter. After that the entered handwritten 

symbols are transferred to the fieldTraining Set Characters. 

Initially, this study will introduce recognition of two 

handwritten symbols – the letters a andb. In the last dialog 

box we have to set the parameters for the neural network – 

layers and number of neurons in them. They are separated 

with space. We set the neural network with two hidden 

layers with 10 and 3 neurons respectively. The resulting 

neural network is shown in Figure 4. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Neural network for handwriting recognitions using the 

NeuroPh simulator 
 

 
Fig. 5. Images for training and testing of the neural network for 

handwriting 
 

The results before the training of the neural network are 

as follows: 
 

Table 4. Results before the training of the neural network 

A B 

0,7277 0,3003 
 

When running a test for the average error in the network, 

the results of the two outputs are: 

0.71936469809176760.30875988662128767  

0.73022752587504680.29502008298321364 

Next, we have to train the neural network with the train-

ing setNewLettersTrainingSet. It is again automatically 

generated by the NeuroPh simulator during the creation of 

the neural network and defining the symbols that it will 

recognize. The number of neurons in the input layer is also 

automatically generated by the simulator. We start training 

with the following parameters: 

MaxError: 0.01 

Learningrate: 0.2 

Momentum: 0.7 

The result for average error of the neural network after 

the training is the following: 

realtimeerrorgraph: 0.2737016103164107 

The results for recognizing the two symbols are as fol-

lows: 
 

Table 5. Results after the training of the neural network 

A B 

0,886 0,2098 
 

Now we run a test for the average error and the results 

of both outputs are as follows: 
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0.85981925932432930.25057378150350246  

0.87691534136070450.1827334429059068 

If we conclude from the data received, it is noticed that 

the time for training of the neural network for symbol 

recognition is significantly less. 

The next thing we need to do for the study is to create 

two neural network in the Joone simulator too. We start 

with neural network for image recognition. The neural net-

work will recognize images of animals and here we use the 

same four sample images that we used in the previous ex-

ample (Figure 1). We start Joone and create several layers 

of the neural network with sigmoidal connections. The first 

layer is the input layer with 401 neurons. We create it the 

same way as the neural network in the NeuroPh simulator. 

Then two hidden layers as follows again with sigmoidal 

connections. The first hidden layer is with 10 neurons, and 

the second – with 5. The last layer of the neural network is 

the output layer that actually has 4 neurons.. 

A test set is also present in the neural network. It is 

passed as an input image file, also training set, connected 

with the so called Trainer. Finally the result is obtained in 

and output file Output. Here it is very significant to use an 

image file for both input and the output set. We pass the 

same parameters for training the neural network, as the pa-

rameters used in the Joone simulator. We pass for training 

the bird image from the sample images that the neural net-

work must learn to recognize. It turns out, however, that 

the simulator can’t train the neural network and can’t start 

a test set, because the number of input neurons is not com-

patible with the given set. We change the input neurons ac-

cording to the file size - 144 х 90. This way we create a 

neural network with 12960 neurons in the input layer. The 

resultant network is shown in Figure 5. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Neural network for image recognition in Joone 
 

Next is creating the neural network for handwriting 

recognition in Joone simulator. Here we have the same 

number of layers in the network. In the input layer we have 

1601 neurons, in the first hidden layer we have 10 neurons, 

and in the second hidden layer - 3. In the output layer in 

this case we have 2 neurons and here this is because we 

want to recognize two symbols “a” and “b”.  

In the neural network are present again a test set, that is 

passed as an input image file, and also a training set, con-

nected with the so called Trainer. Finally the result is ob-

tained in the output file Output. 

For the training of the neural network we set the same 

parameters we used with the Joone simulator. We use as 

input for training one of the images with handwriting, 

shown in Figure 7. It turns out that once again the simulator 

can’t start the training and it can’t pass the training set to 

the network, because the number of input neurons is not 

suitable. In this case we change the number of neurons 

again to match the file size. Here the image file with hand-

writing has the size of 300 х 300, so we change the number 

of input neurons to 90000. The resulting neural network is 

shown in Figure 6. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Neural network for handwriting in Joone 
 

Both neural networks, created by the Joone simulator 

don’t give good results during the tests. This shows that 

there clearly are differences in creation, testing and using 

of neural networks in the two simulators - Joone and Neu-

roPh. 

Joone and NeuroPh, there were noticed some peculiarities 

in creation, testing and training of the neural networks.  

It is noticeable that the neural networks for handwriting 

are training a lot faster than the neural networks for image 

recognition. Here, however, the process is also determined 

by the neural network itself and the number of neurons in 

it.  

The neural network for image recognition in the Neu-

roPh simulator has 401 neurons in the input layer and in 

the Joone simulator we created neural network with 12960 

neurons. We explained above, that this is due to the size of 

the input image file, which must be taken into account by 

the input layer of the neural network in this simulator. The 

situation with the neural network for handwriting recogni-

tion is similar. In the NeuroPh simulator the neural network 

for handwriting has 1601 neurons in the input layer, and 

the created with the Joone simulator neural network is with 

90000 neurons. So there are differences in the very struc-

ture and architecture of the neural networks. Parameters of 

the neural network that we pass in one simulator can’t al-

ways be applicable to the other. 

In the study we noticed the quite simple interface of the 

NeuroPh simulator for creating neural networks for recog-

nition. In this simulator there is a special module and cor-

responding file type for this kind of neural networks. The 

number of the neurons in the input layer, as well as the size 

of the training set in this simulator is determined automat-

ically during the input of images that this neural network 

must recognize. In the Joone simulator, the neural networks 

are created in a standard way and there is no special inter-

face for neural networks for recognition.  

It can be summarized that the NeuroPh simulator can be 

used by novice neural networks programmers, who just 

started using neural networks for recognition and explore 

their features. The Joone simulator can be used by pro-

grammers who are advanced in creating neural networks 

for recognition and are already familiar with their charac-

teristics.
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Conclusions 
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Эффективное использование нейронных сетей тренажеров для распознавания образов и рукописного ввода 

Э. Здравкова 

Аннотация. Данная статья посвящена изучению возможности построения нейронных сетей с использованием имитаторов 

для нейронных сетей - NeuroPh и Joone, распознавать образы и почерк. Тренажер NeuroPh имеет специализированный 

интерфейс для создания такого типа нейронных сетей в стандартизированном и относительно легкий процесс. В тренажере 

Joone процес не является специфическим, как и в NeuroPh. Разница заключается в типе созданных исходных файлов 

(изображений,аудио-файлы, текст) для тренажера. В статье показано, и обсуждаются полученные результаты исследования 

модели нейронных сетей, реализованных тренажерах. Анализ находится под их эффективности, их способность распознавать 

и классификации объектов того же типа. 

Ключевые слова: тренажер, искусственные нейронные сети (ИНС), образ, почерк, -алгоритм обратного распространения 

ошибки с задней распространения 
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